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Preprint: uma velha via de tornar público o trabalho científico

• Muito se fala atualmente sobre a revolução que pode ser trazida pela “nova” via dos 
preprints, mas esta é uma via de mais de 50 anos de idade !!

condition. When one considers the age of the universe, tens of billions of years, and compares this to the age of man, a few million years, or to
the age of history, just a few thousand years, it is clear that we haven’t been out of the swamp very long. We are just beginning to learn where
we may be headed, just beginning to assert our humanity.

Three hundred years ago, Isaac Newton was publishing works describing his clear conception of the rules of gravitational mechanics. This was
a step forward in human insight. At the same time, reasonable men were burning witches. I, at least, do not look upon that as having been a
very productive human activity. We don’t do that much any more. Perhaps three hundred years from now, people will look back to our lifetimes
as a time when men unfolded Nature’s rules governing the nuclear structure of matter. They will also note that during this time, men had a
habit of burning entire villages from the air. Let us hope that they consider the first activity a leap forward in human insight and the latter on
inhuman activity which they no longer practice.

Source: The Village Crier Vol. 5 No. 20, May 17, 1973
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LIBRARY LOOKING FOR NEW CUSTOMERS

Library staff (l-r) Julie Kelley, Mae West, Roger Thompson call
attention to preprint rack in Library

Library Committee Stan Ecklund, Dave Carey, John O'Meara, Frank
Cole demonstrate video cassette equipment available in Library

The library staff will wear "Ask Me" buttons during the month of August, emphasizing their hope that users will become more aware of the
resources in the library by asking about materials they want to use.

The library staff is headed by Roger Thompson who has been Fermilab's head librarian since June, 1968. Before that, Roger was a librarian at
the Argonne National Laboratory. His staff includes Mae West, a graduate of the Library Technology program at the College of DuPage, and
Julie Kelley. During the summer, college students Joan Collins and Bruce Nicholls are helping with special projects.

The Library Committee -- Stan Ecklund, chairman; Dave Carey, Frank Cole, Steve Ellis, John O'Meara and Dick Carrigan, ex-officio -- also
advises the library staff. They recommend book selections that would be helpful to current projects and interests of the Laboratory. They
generally offer suggestions on ways to make the library more accessible and more convenient for Fermilab staff.

Both the library staff and the Library Committee feel that more people at Fermilab should be aware of the resources available in their library.

The Fermilab library is located on the south end of the third floor of the Central Laboratory. In the general layout, journals and preprints are
housed on the east side; indexes, reference books and circulation desk in the center, and books on the west side of the library. The staff office
is in the southwest corner.

Fermilab has a complete high energy physics library. Preprints - papers written by theorists and experimentalists and submitted for publication
-- are available through a world-wide exchange with other high energy physics groups. About 300 preprints are received each month. They are
indexed by first author, placed on the shelves until notice of publication is received. All other journals of interest to the high energy physics
community, including general scientific periodicals, are found in the Fermilab library.

If seeking journal articles, a stop in the index section will help a library user make the best and quickest use of the library. Here are indexes to
all high energy physics publications, including High Energy Physics Indexes, Nuclear Science Abstracts, and also indexes to major

Fermilab History & Archive Project

engineering publications.

Among the reference books are the important handbooks, reports of major conferences, and the classic and standard references.

''We have tried to make our resources available on a self service basis," Roger Thompson advises, ''but too many people seem reluctant to
ask us for something they can't find. We want to emphasize that we're here to help and that there is an awful lot of good material here for
Fermilab people to use."

The Library Committee meets once each month and is always looking for topics, books, and services that are of interest to Fermilab people.
Recently, for example, a shelf has been devoted to "Energy and Environment." It carries current solar energy publications, reflecting the
increasing interest in this field at Fermilab. "The library wants to provideeducational and reference materials that will help the people who work
at Fermilab," Stan Ecklund notes. "The Library Committee is always looking for ways to improve the library, and we welcome suggestions
toward this end."

Other facets of the Fermilab library service include a transparency maker, a copier, a video cassette projector, and a collection of hundreds of
slides from Fermilab's photo files. These services are all available to everyone at Fermilab. A stop at the library during August is certain to
show you something you didn't know is there.

Source: The Village Crier Vol. 7 No. 31, July 31, 1975
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ARTHUR ROBERTS HONORED FOR PIONEERING RESEARCH
Fermilab physicist Arthur Roberts has been honored by the New England Chapter of The Society of
Nuclear Medicine for the role he played in the development of radioactive iodine for medical
diagnostics. Dr. Roberts was a research associate at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and,
along with Robley D. Evans, participated in the pioneering research initiated by the late Dr. Saul
Hertz in the late 30's and early 40's which established the usefulness of radioactive iodine in
research in thyroid metabolism and the treatment of thyroid disease. Isolating the iodine isotope in
their pioneering study, they found that when administered to rabbits the iodine could be detected in
the thyroid gland just a few minutes later. Foreseeing this to be an important application of the
results of their basic research they sought and obtained funds to build the cyclotron at MIT,
completed in 1941 under the direction of M. Stanley Livingston for the production of the radioactive
iodine.

As a consequence of this pioneering work and later follow-up studies, radioactive iodine is now
routinely used as a tracer in the diagnosis of thyroid disorders. In larger quantities it is used to
deliver radiation to the thyroid for the treatment of several types of thyroid disease, including cancer
of the thyroid.

In 1942 Dr. Roberts moved to the MIT Radiation Laboratory where he worked on the development of microwave radar.

Important research is one of two lanes in Arthur Roberts' traffic pattern. At the same time that he studied for his master's degree in physics at
Columbia University, he was a student at the Manhattan School of Music, majoring in piano, receiving degrees from both schools
simultaneously in 1933. At this crossroad he chose physics, "when I realized that if I chose music, I would have to give up physics, but the
music could go along with the physics," he points out. His Ph.D. in physics from New York University followed.

Capturing a fellow Manhattan music student as his wife, Arthur (and now Janice, too) pursued their musical bent in Cambridge during the MIT
years. In addition to his isotope work, Arthur taught at the New England Conservatory of Music and wrote his first two musicals.

In the years that followed, the Roberts, their research and their music moved from MIT to the State University of Iowa, to the University of
Rochester, to the Argonne National Laboratory and the University of Chicago, and to Fermilab in 1967. Arthur's "Overture for the Dedication of
a Nuclear Reactor," was performed by the Rochester Philharmonic. At the University of Chicago he also became interested in computer-
produced music.

Arthur Roberts
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• A Física de Altas Energias possui uma cultura de preprints que data de décadas antes 
da criação do arXiv (o paradigma dos bancos de preprints atuais) em 1991.


• Laboratórios e universidades enviavam por correio para diversos outros cópias 
impressas de preprints submetidos para publicação em jornais.


• Todo grande centro de pesquisa em Física de Altas Energias possuía uma biblioteca e 
uma gráfica de preprints.


• A web foi desenvolvida no CERN em parte para tornar o sistema de distribuição de 
preprints mais eficiente.


• O arXiv surgiu em uma época em que a maior parte das editoras comerciais não 
podiam estar na internet devido a regras da época.
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A evolução natural após a internet - o que torna a velha via… nova!

arXiv (arXiv.org, anteriormente xxx.lanl.gov)

• Data de nascimento: agosto de 1991 (idade: 25 anos!) como um repositório para preprints 
em Física.


• Criador: Paul Ginzparg.


• Def.: “highly-automated electronic archive and distribution server for research articles”. 


• Áreas cobertas: Física, Matemática, Ciência da Computação, Ciências Não-Lineares, 
Biologia Quantitativa e Estatística.


• Manutenção e operação: Cornell University (anteriormente, LANL) + 8 “mirrors”. 


• Há um Scientific Advisory Board e Comitês de Área (maioria absoluta nos EUA).


• Usuários podem obter papers da interface web gratuitamente e em vários formatos.


• Autores registrados podem usar a interface para submeter papers e versões revisadas 
(mas todas ficam!) -> sistema de moderação mais adiante.


• Há listas RSS e assinaturas a listas automáticas (diárias!) por email.

preprint               e-print

http://arxiv.org
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Cornell University Library 
 arXiv Operating Principles 

March 28, 2012 

1.General & Editorial Principles 

1.1.arXiv provides an open-access repository of scientific research to authors and researchers 
worldwide. 

1.2.arXiv is a scholarly communication forum informed and guided by scientists and the 
scientific cultures being served.  

1.3.Access to arXiv content via arXiv.org is free to individual end users. 

1.4.Individual researchers can deposit their own content in arXiv for free. 

1.5.Criteria and standards for depositing content in arXiv are maintained by the Scientific 
Advisory Board, and deposit is governed by transparent and publicly posted policies and 
procedures. 

1.6.arXiv serves the needs of researchers in physics, mathematics, computer science, quantitative 
biology, quantitative finance, and statistics. Any expansion into other subjects or disciplines 
must include scholarly community support, satisfy arXiv’s quality standards, and take into 
consideration its operational capacity and financial requirements.  

1.7.Whenever possible, arXiv adopts open-source software and relevant standards and best 
practices. 

2.Governance Principles  

Role of Cornell University Library 

2.1.CUL holds the overall responsibility for arXiv’s operation and development, with strategic 
and operational guidance from its Member Advisory Board (MAB) and its Scientific 
Advisory Board (SAB).   

2.2.Cornell University Library: 

2.2.a. Manages the moderation of submissions and user support, including the development 
and implementation of policies and procedures; 

2.2.b.Operates arXiv’s technical infrastructure, including system maintenance, standards 
implementation, and development initiatives for incorporating new features and 
services. 

2.2.c. Coordinates and facilitates the meetings and deliberations of Member and Scientific 
Advisory boards. 

2.2.d.Provides interfaces and data access to support open reuse of arXiv data. 
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• 2010 - 2013: formulação de um plano de longo prazo para sua manutenção financeira.


• Novo modelo: financiamento por bibliotecas e centros de pesquisa que representam 
seus maiores usuários + Cornell Univ. + Simons Foundation + doações.


• Lista, valores, planilha de custos e outros detalhes no site (total transparência!).

Cornell University Library
We gratefully acknowledge support from
the Simons Foundation
and member institutions

arXiv.org > help
Search or Article-id
(Help | Advanced search)

   All papers  Go!

Help Table of Contents  |   Search arXiv Help

The arXiv moderation system
arXiv is a forum for professional members of the scientific community. While arXiv prides itself on
maintaining a permanent collection of scientific work that is made available to the public quickly and
without cost to users, submissions to arXiv do require some minimal amount of moderation.

Why does arXiv moderate submissions?
arXiv is distinct from the web as a whole, because arXiv contains exclusively scientific research content.
Although arXiv is open to submissions from the scientific communities, our team has worked behind the
scenes for a long time to ensure the quality of our content. Our policy is:

arXiv is an openly accessible, moderated repository for scholarly papers in specific scientific
disciplines. Material submitted to arXiv is expected to be of interest, relevance, and value to
those disciplines. arXiv reserves the right to reject or reclassify any submission.

Moderation helps to ensure that arXiv content is relevant to current research at much lower cost than
conventional peer-reviewed journals, so we can continue to offer free access to the scientific community
and the general public. Although our system may be imperfect, submissions that are determined to be
inappropriate for arXiv may be still be posted on other sites or submitted to peer-reviewed journals.

What suggestions do moderators make?
The arXiv moderators are experts in their fields and in the types of submissions that are appropriate for
their subject classifications. They evaluate based on the content of the submission and the policies of
arXiv.

arXiv moderators may recommend reclassification or removal of a submission. Reclassification is
frequently suggested for subject classifications that are highly similar, in order to make sure that
submissions are posted first to the most appropriate archive. Cross-lists may then be suggested for other
archives that are also appropriate classifications. A submission that is cross-listed to another archive will
still be announced in the mailings to the alternative archive.
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Cornell University
Cornell University Library
We gratefully acknowledge support from
the Simons Foundation
and member institutions

arXiv.org > stats
Login | Logout

arXiv monthly submission rates [CSV]
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Blue: Number of new submissions received during each month since August 1991.
Hover over the graph to see the exact count for a given month.

Cornell University
Cornell University Library
We gratefully acknowledge support from
the Simons Foundation
and member institutions

arXiv.org > stats
Login | Logout

arXiv monthly submission rates [CSV]
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Blue: Number of new submissions received during each month since August 1991.
Hover over the graph to see the exact count for a given month.

Total number of submissions shown in graph as of July 24th, 2016 (after 25.0 years) = 1,165,842

The total number of submissions excludes 2,431 articles that were migrated to arXiv rather than being submitted directly, and includes 155 articles
that have been deleted. The total number of articles available is 1,168,118.

See also other arXiv usage statistics.

Contact

Alguns números impressionantes
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Cornell University
Cornell University Library
We gratefully acknowledge support from
the Simons Foundation
and member institutions

arXiv.org > stats
Login | Logout

arXiv web server usage for Sunday, July 24th, 2016 (arxiv.org site only) [CSV]
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Total number of connections = 2,289,572 (+66 local & administrative connections)
Current local time is Sunday, July 24th, 2016 18:55:26 EDT

See also other arXiv usage statistics.

Contact

Cornell University
Cornell University Library
We gratefully acknowledge support from
the Simons Foundation
and member institutions

arXiv.org > stats
Login | Logout

arXiv monthly download rates [CSV]
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Blue: Number of downloads per month.
Click and drag in the small graph below to pan or zoom.

Cornell University Library
We gratefully acknowledge support from
the Simons Foundation
and member institutions

arXiv.org > help > stats
Search or Article-id
(Help | Advanced search)

   All papers  Go!

Help Table of Contents  |   Search arXiv Help

arXiv submission rate statistics
Data for 1991 through 2015, updated 31 December 2015.

Left: number of new submissions/year as a function of calendar year for "hep" = High Energy Physics (hep-th+hep-ph+hep-
lat+hep-ex), "cond-mat" = Condensed Matter Physics, "astro-ph" = Astrophysics, "math" = Mathematics (math+math-ph), "other
physics" = physics+nucl+gr-qc+quant-ph+nlin, cs, stats, biology = q-bio, finance = q-fin.

The graph on the right shows the same data as at left, but with the submission rates divided by the total for each year, giving the
fractional submission rates for each of the domains, and highlighting the growth in submission rates from new domains.

Notes: These are not meant to be interpreted as measures of research output, but rather only as measures of the extent to which
communities deposit their ouput at arXiv.org. The graphic illustrates its adoption by research communities that did not necessarily
employ a formal prior paper preprint distribution system, as did HEP.

In calendar year 2005, the astro-ph and cond-mat submission rates each grew to exceed the hep rate (which appears to have
flattened out in the late 1990s, suggesting 100% participation from that community, fluctuating about a mean of roughly 8800/year
for 2000-2010, but then with a bit of a superluminal+higgs bump in 2011, and another higgs bump in 2012, to over 9600/year for
each of those two years, and staying at the new plateau through 2015). A diminished cond-mat growth rate in 2004-2007 was due
in part to the shift of biologically related submissions from cond-mat.soft to q-bio, and network/complex systems submissions
from cond-mat.stat-mech to physics.soc-ph.

math(+math-ph) has been growing even faster since 2002 (suggesting a rapid adoption of this resource by an increasing percentage
of the mathematics community). The cs rate started as well to ramp up in 2007 and grew to exceed the hep rate in calendar year

Espalhamento para novas áreas, downloads mensais e uso diário no 
domingo passado…
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Preprint: a prática diária em Física

• Em grande parte dos centros de pesquisa, há um registro de preprint (anterior à 
submissão a um jornal) da própria instituição. Uma prática de muitas décadas. 
Legitimação antes mesmo da publicação!


• Preprints submetidos a um banco (como o arXiv) são vistos pela imensa maioria de 
pessoas que trabalham na área e geram: comentários, críticas, sugestões, pedidos de 
citação, novas colaborações, mais visibilidade para grupos periféricos, etc.


• A prática comum é submeter a um jornal apenas após este feedback da comunidade.


• Como os PDFs são de livre acesso, mesmo artigos já publicados são geralmente vistos 
na forma de preprint.
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7/26/16, 16:34The most important website in particle physics | symmetry magazine

Page 1 of 7http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/the-most-important-website-in-particle-physics

Sandbox Studio, Chicago with Lexi Fodor

The most
important
website in
particle
physics

0 7 / 2 6 / 1 6  | By Matthew R. Francis

The Drst website to be hosted in the US
has grown to be an invaluable hub for
open science.

With tens of thousands of particle physicists working in the world today,
the biggest challenge a researcher can have is keeping track of what
everyone else is doing. The articles they write, the collaborations they
form, the experiments they run—all of those things are part of being

7/26/16, 16:34The most important website in particle physics | symmetry magazine

Page 5 of 7http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/the-most-important-website-in-particle-physics

(http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/sites/default/Dles/images/standard/Inspire_Inline2.jpg)
Sandbox Studio, Chicago with Lexi Fodor

Open science, open data, open code
INSPIRE grew out of the Stanford Public Information Retrieval System
(SPIRES), a database started at SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory
in 1969 when the internet was in its infancy. 

After Tim Berners-Lee developed the World Wide Web at CERN, SPIRES
was the Drst US-hosted website.

Like high-energy physics itself, the database is international and
cooperative. SLAC joined with Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in
the United States, DESY in Germany, and CERN in Switzerland, which
now hosts the site, to create the modern version of INSPIRE. The
newest member of the collaboration is IHEP Beijing in China. Institutions
in France and Japan also collaborate on particular projects. 
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Preprint x publicação em jornais com árbitros: o caso da Física

Publicar como meio x Sistemas de avaliação

• Apesar de seu enorme sucesso, os preprints não acabaram com o sistema de publicação 
tradicional como forma de legitimação. Somos bastante conservadores.


• Um paper ser relevante, muito lido e citado e, ainda assim, enfrentar dificuldades de 
ser publicado em um jornal, por N razões. Com arXiv e INSPIRE, ele pelo menos está 
lá, bem divulgado para a comunidade. Mas será que isso basta?


• O sistema de arbitragem contém, necessariamente, uma alta dose de propagação de 
preconceitos. E uma grande barreira à ousadia.

• Os preprints resolveram o problema de “publicar como um meio e não como um fim” em 
Física? Não. Este problema é inseparável de outro, bem complicado: a avaliação pelos 
pares para a atribuição de grants, promoções, liderança, etc.


• Nossos sistemas atuais de avaliação induzem uma atitude de “publicar como um fim” 
como meio de sobrevivência. Triste impacto sobre jovens pesquisadores e estudantes… 


• Na construção de melhores sistemas de avaliação, devemos pensar não apenas na 
otimização do tempo ou da objetividade, mas também em que Ciência e que nova 
geração de cientistas queremos para o futuro.
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Sidney Coleman's Harvard  
Howard Georgi. Jun 12, 2016. 21 pp.  
e-Print: arXiv:1606.03738 [physics.hist-ph]

http://inspirehep.net/record/1469083
http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Georgi%2C%20Howard?recid=1469083&ln=en
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1606.03738

